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Year 1 - Grevillea Unit Part B

Name: _____________ Class:________

Google Classroom Username: _________________ @education.nsw.edu.au

Class Code: jvr7qqz

Look out for this icon in the Unit Framework. When you see this icon, you will
know that there’s an awesome video on Google Classroom to help you with the activity.



Day Five
(5.10.21)

Day Six
(6.10.21)

Day Seven
(7.10.21)

Day Eight
(8.10.21)

Day Nine
(11.10.21)

English Spelling
Complete your
<oy> spelling word
practice and write
three interesting
sentences using
your spelling words.

(15 minutes)

Optional: Use Mrs
Patrick’s videos to
revise your tricky
words during this
time and/or
complete the
extension spelling
words for a
challenge.

Sentence A Day
Complete the S.A.D
activity.

(15 minutes)

Reading -
Predicting: Engage
in the predicting
activities. Listen
along or read the
story to check your
prediction.

(20 minutes)

Writing
Read along to Pig
the Tourist and
write a recount of
your holidays.
Select activity A,
B, C.

(15 minutes)

Jolly Spelling
Complete the <oy>
Jolly Spelling
worksheet.
(15 minutes)

Optional: Use Mrs
Patrick’s videos on
Google Classroom
to revise your
tricky words
during this time.

Handwriting
Complete the
numerals ‘5 and 6’

handwriting
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

Reading - Making
Connections: Read
along to the story
and make
connections
between what you
have read to your
own experiences.

(20 minutes)

Writing
Watch the video
and write VIPs.
Choose activity A,
B or C.

(20 minutes)

Reading Eggs
Read a book from
the Reading Eggs
library and retell
the story to a
family member.

Jolly Grammar
Complete the
‘Adverbs’

worksheet.

(15 minutes)

Sentence A Day
Complete the
S.A.D activity.
(5 minutes)

Reading
Questioning: Read
along to the story
and answer the
given questions.

(15 minutes)

Writing
Choose Activity A,
B or C to
brainstorm ways
you are thankful
for nurses.
(20 minutes)

Reading Eggs
Read a book from
the Reading Eggs
Library and
complete one
activity.

Spelling
Complete your <oy>
spelling worksheet.
(15 minutes)

Optional: Use Mrs
Patrick’s videos on
Google Classroom
to revise your
tricky words during
this time.

Handwriting
Complete the
numerals ‘7 and 8’

handwriting
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

Reading
Select one of the
texts listed to
engage in today’s
‘Fluency Move &
Groove’ activities!
(15 minutes)

Writing
Use template A, B
or C to complete
the letter writing
activity.

(20 minutes)

Reading Eggs
Read a book from
the Reading Eggs
library and retell
the story to a
family member.

Spelling
Complete a
spelling test on
your <oy> spelling
words.
(10 minutes)

Sentence A Day
Write your own
S.A.D. today.
(5 minutes)

Writing
Choose activity A,
B or C. Use the
picture stimulus
provided as a
guide to write a
text of your
choice.
(15 minutes)

Tricky Words
Watch Mrs
Patrick’s ‘Tricky
Word Challenge’

video to practise
reading and
spelling your
tricky words.

(20 minutes)

Reading Eggs
Complete two
Reading Eggs or
Reading Eggspress
lessons.

Break Complete 15 minutes of physical activity



Maths Number of the Day
Today’s number is

62.
Complete the
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

TEN Activity
Choose activity A, B
or C to complete.
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Count by 5s to
complete the table
(20 minutes)

Mathletics
Complete two
assigned
mathletics tasks.

Year 1 Zoom
Our favourite time
of the week! Join

your Year 1
teachers at

11.30am for our
Zoom catch up.

(30 minutes)

Problem A Day
Complete the
Problem a Day
question.
(5 minutes)

TEN time
Choose activity A,
B or C to complete.
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Use the pictures
to share equally
between groups

(20 minutes)

Mathletics
Complete two
assigned
mathletics tasks.

Number of the Day
Today’s number is

25.
Complete the
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

TEN time
Choose activity A,
B or C to complete.
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Use the
worksheet to
record the number
of days in each
month and year
(20 minutes)

Mathletics
Complete two
assigned
mathletics tasks.

Problem A Day
Complete the
Problem a Day
question.
(5 minutes)

TEN time
Choose activity A, B
or C to complete
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Count the objects
and colour the
picture graph

(20 minutes)

Mathletics
Complete two
assigned mathletics
tasks.

Number of the Day
Today’s number is

93.
Complete the
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

TEN time
Choose activity A,
B or C to complete.
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Read the clues
and find the
mystery numbers
(20 minutes)

Mathletics
Complete two
assigned
mathletics tasks.

Break Complete 15 minutes of physical activity

Other
KLAs

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment.
(10 minutes)

Library
Take part in Mrs
Rau’s library lesson
and enjoy writing
and drawing about
an animal you would
love to have.

(35 minutes)

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment
(10 minutes)

Wellness
Wednesday Yoga
Join Miss Fry on
the yoga mat this
afternoon at 2pm!
https://nsweducat
ion.zoom.us/j/649
42188727?pwd=Vz
J3WTBFb2YzOX
NDQnYrYWF5dTB
hQT09

(40 minutes)

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment
(10 minutes)

Creative Arts
Create a card to
use for your final
writing lesson.
This card will be
your letter to the
nurses who are
working extremely
hard during these
times.

(35 minutes)

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for enjoyment
(10 minutes)

Wellbeing
Think about your
favourite place to
be. Draw a picture
or take a photo and
describe why it is
your favourite.

(35 minutes)

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment
(10 minutes)

Library
Take part in Mrs
Rau’s library
lesson and enjoy
writing and
drawing about
games you enjoy.

(35 minutes)

https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnYrYWF5dTBhQT09
https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnYrYWF5dTBhQT09
https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnYrYWF5dTBhQT09
https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnYrYWF5dTBhQT09
https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnYrYWF5dTBhQT09
https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnYrYWF5dTBhQT09




Day 5 - English
(Tuesday 5th October 2021)

Spelling Focus - Pronounce <oy> as in <oi>
I watched Miss Vella’s ‘Jolly Spelling - ‘oy’ video on Google Classroom    tick  ❒

The main ways of writing the /oi/ sound are <oi> and <oy>. This week we will be
focusing on <oy>. There are three extension words at the bottom of the list

to challenge yourself with.

List Copy Sentences

jet 1.

dig

help

boy 2.

toy

enjoy

annoy 3.

two

four

destroy

Extension words

royal

voyage

buoy

Success Criteria:
I can use the <oy> sound to spell my words correctly.
I can write three sentences that make sense using my <oy> words.

Teacher Recognition



Sentence a Day

I watched Miss Mulock’s ‘Sentence a Day’ video on Google Classroom    tick  ❒

This week we are learning to use opposite words with the conjunction ‘and’.
For example, using the opposite words in/out and the conjunction ‘and’, you could

write: He is in the game and she is out of the game.

Use the opposite words below and the conjunction ‘and’ to make a sentence.

on/off

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Then, use the sentence you have written to underline the common nouns in black, verbs
in red, adjectives in dark blue, articles in light blue, pronouns in pink, conjunctions in
purple and adverbs in orange.

Success Criteria:
I can write a sentence using a conjunction and opposite words.

Teacher Recognition



Reading - Predictions
Look at the front cover of this book ‘Pig the

Tourist’, written and illustrated by Aaron Blabey.

Use the following probing questions as verbal
discussion points with a family member.

● Do you think this text is factual or fiction?
● What will this text be about?
● Why do you believe the teachers chose this

text to focus on this week?

Draw and label a picture of your prediction below.
“This is what I think will happen when Pig goes on a trip.”

Listen and/or read along with Mrs Wright as she reads this story on Google
Classroom to check your prediction!

Success Criteria: I can use the title and pictures to predict the content
of this story.

Teacher
Recognition



Recount Writing

I watched Mrs Wright’s ‘Pig the Tourist’ video on Google Classroom         tick  ❒

Choose Activity A, B or C below.
Complete the ‘Letter Writing’ Template A or B below.

Activity A- Use Template A
Watch the video and read along to, ‘Pig the Tourist’. Use the stimulus provided to illustrate 3 different
events from your school holidays. Be sure to draw your events in sequential order.

Success Criteria

I can draw a picture of three different events from my school holidays.

Teacher Recognition:

Activity B- Use Template B
Watch the video and read along to, ‘Pig the Tourist’. Use the stimulus provided to illustrate 4-5
different events from your school holidays. Be sure to draw your events in sequential order.

Success Criteria

I can use a capital letter and full stop for each sentence.

I can use time connectives to sequence my ideas.

I have included 6 adjectives to make my sentences interesting.

Teacher Recognition:

Activity C- Use Template B
Watch the video and read along to ‘Pig the Tourist’. Use the stimulus provided to illustrate 6 different
events from your school  holidays. Write at least two sentences to explain each of your drawings
Include an adjective for each sentence. Be sure to write in sequential order and connect your ideas
using words such as ‘Firstly, ‘Next’, ‘After that’ and ‘Finally’.

Success Criteria

I have written at least two sentences for each illustration.

I can use time connectives to sequence my ideas.

I have included 12 adjectives to make my sentences interesting.

Teacher Recognition:



Template A- Activity 1



Template B- Activity 2 and 3



I would like to have a pet ___________________

These are some of the things I might need to do to look after it.

1. _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________



Day 5 Mathematics - Tuesday

Number of the Day - 62

For a challenge go to- https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions

Success Criteria I can recognise and model the number 62 in multiple ways. Teacher recognition

https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions


TEN Activity
Select one of the 3 activities below and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Success Criteria
  I used flexible strategies to find the answer

Teacher Recognition



Mathematics - Counting

Success Criteria
I can count by fives

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete one Mathletics task.
Task completed - __________________________

Break - Do 15 minutes of physical activity.



Day 5 - Tuesday - Other KLA

DEAR - Drop Everything And Read!
Choose a book of your choice to read for enjoyment (10 minutes)

Library

I watched Mrs Rau’s video Seahorses are Sold Out on google classroom   ❒tick

Head over to Google Classroom and watch Mrs Rau’s video titled ‘Library Lesson- Seahorses

are Sold Out’. Today, you will listen to a story about a child's adventures while their dad is

working.

After you have watched the story you are going to think about what animal you would choose if
you could have any animal in the world. Draw a picture of the animal and list some of the things

you might need to do to look after it.

Success Criteria
I can write 4 things that I might need to do to look after my
chosen animal.

Teacher recognition



Day 6 - English
(Wednesday 6th October 2021)

Jolly Spelling - Pronounce <oy> as in <oi>

Success Criteria:
I can use my knowledge of the <oy> sound to write six <oy> words.

Teacher:



Handwriting

Success Criteria: I can form the numerals ‘5’ and ‘6’ correctly. Teacher:



Reading: Making Connections
Go to Google Classroom and read along with Mrs Wright to

‘Pig The Tourist’ written and illustrated by Aaron Blabey.

Think about your recent holidays or your favourite holiday and
answer the questions below.

I have listened to the story ‘Pig the Tourist’ on Google
Classroom. tick  ❒

Text to Self Connections
This is a picture of Uluru. This is something that
Pig saw on his vacation. Draw something that you
saw on your recent holiday.

Draw and label your picture here:

In the story, Pig went on holidays and broke the rules. Describe a time when you
broke a rule. What happened?

Have I read another book like this before? What was the book called?

Success Criteria: I can connect what I am reading to my own self.



Writing

I watched Miss Mulock’s ‘Nurses on the Frontline’ video on Google Classroom         tick  ❒

Choose Activity A, B or C below
Activity A- Use Template A
Watch the video titled ‘Nurses on the Frontline’. Write 3-4 VIPs (Very Important Points).

Success Criteria

I have written 3-4 VIPs about the video.

I have checked that all of my VIPs include correct information.

Teacher
Recognition:

Activity B- Use Template A
Watch the video titled ‘Nurses on the Frontline’. Write 5-6 VIPs (Very Important Points).

Success Criteria

I have written 5-6 VIPs about the video.

I have checked that all of my VIPs include correct information.

Teacher
Recognition:

Activity C- Use Template A
Watch the video titled ‘Nurses on the Frontline’. Write 10 or more VIPs (Very Important Points).

Success Criteria

I have written at least 10 VIPs about the video.

I have checked that all of my VIPs include correct information.

Teacher
Recognition:



Template A
My VIPs from the video, ‘Nurses on the Frontline’

● _________________________________________

● _________________________________________

● _________________________________________

● _________________________________________

● _________________________________________

● ____________________________________________

● ____________________________________________

● ____________________________________________

● ____________________________________________

● ____________________________________________

● ____________________________________________

● ____________________________________________

● ____________________________________________

● ____________________________________________



Day 6 Mathematics - Wednesday

Problem of the Day

Success Criteria
I used Newman’s prompts to work out the problem.

Teacher Recognition



TENS Activity
Select one of the 3 weekly activities and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Success Criteria
  I used flexible strategies to find the answer

Teacher Recognition



Division

Success Criteria
I can share equally between groups

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete two tasks.
Task 1 - __________________________     Task 2 - ______________________________

Break - Do 15 minutes of physical activity.



Day 6 - Wednesday - Other KLA

DEAR - Drop Everything And Read!
Choose a book of your choice to read for enjoyment (10 minutes)

Wellness Wednesday - Yoga

Come along and join in on the fun! Meet Ms Fry on the yoga mat today at
2pm for Family Yoga. It is a 40 minute lesson filled with games, yoga
poses and meditation. Everyone is invited :)

Join Zoom Webinar
https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnY
rYWF5dTBhQT09

Webinar ID: 649 4218 8727 Passcode: 006644

Success Criteria
I have engaged in a range of yoga poses and meditation with Ms Fry.

Teacher recognition

https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnYrYWF5dTBhQT09
https://nsweducation.zoom.us/j/64942188727?pwd=VzJ3WTBFb2YzOXNDQnYrYWF5dTBhQT09


Day 7 - English
(Thursday 7th October 2021)

Jolly Grammar - Adverbs

I played Mrs Patrick’s ‘Adverbs’ video on Google Classroom.    tick  ❒

Success Criteria: I can include the correct adverb.                                                   Teacher:



Sentence a Day
This week we are learning to use opposite words

with the conjunction ‘and’.
Think about our book this week, Pig the Tourist.

Use the opposite words below and the
conjunction ‘and’ to write a statement about Pig.

good/bad

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Then, identify the different parts of speech. Using the sentence below, underline the
common nouns in black, verbs in red, adjectives in dark blue, articles in light blue,
pronouns in pink, conjunctions in purple and adverbs in orange.

Success Criteria: I can write a statement using opposite words and a conjunction.

Teacher Recognition: _________



Reading: Questioning
Go to Google Classroom and read along with Mrs Wright to

‘Pig the Tourist’, written and illustrated by Aaron Blabey.

Listen along and/or read the story again to help you answer
the following questions.

I have read along or listened to Mrs Wright’s reading of ‘Pig the
Tourist’ on Google Classroom. tick  ❒

1. The story is titled, ‘Pig the Tourist’. What does the word ‘tourist’ mean?

2. True or False - Colour the true statements green and the false statements blue.

3. Do you think it would be fun to travel with Pig?

4. What travel advice would you give to Pig?

Success Criteria: I can answer questions accurately from the text. Teacher:



Writing

Choose Activity A, B or C below.
After watching yesterday’s video about nurses as frontline workers, think about why

nurses are so important.

Activity A- Use Template 1
Write 3 reasons why you are thankful for nurses during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Success Criteria:

I have used a capital letter and full stop for each sentence.

I have written three reasons why I am thankful for nurses.

Teacher Recognition

Activity B- Use Template 2
Use the mind map provided to brainstorm ways that you are thankful for all of the work nurses do
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Write at least 4-5 points.Use an adjective to describe each point for
example, ‘nurses care for their patients’.

Success Criteria:

I have correctly used the mind map to share my ideas.

I have written 4-5 points.

I have included an adjective for each point.

Teacher Recognition

Activity C- Use Template 2
Use the mind map provided to brainstorm ways that you are thankful for all of the work nurses do
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Write at least 7-8 points.Include one adjective and one adverb to
describe each point for example, ‘nurses attentively care for their patients’

Success Criteria:

I have correctly used the mind map to share my ideas.

I have written 7-8 points.

I have included an adjective for each point.

I have included an adverb for each point.

Teacher Recognition



Activity A- Template 1

I am thankful for nurses because
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

I am thankful for nurses because
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

I am thankful for nurses because
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________



Activity B and C- Template 2



Day 7 Mathematics - Thursday

Number of the Day - 25

For a challenge go to- https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions

Success Criteria I can recognise and model the number 25 in multiple ways. Teacher recognition

https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions


TEN Activity
Select one of the 3 activities below and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Success Criteria
  I used flexible strategies to find the answer

Teacher Recognition



Measurement and Geometry - Time

Success Criteria
I know how many days are in each month and each year

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete one Mathletics task.
Task completed - __________________________

Break - Do 15 minutes of physical activity.



Day 7 - Thursday - Other KLA

DEAR - Drop Everything And Read!
Choose a book of your choice to read for enjoyment (10 minutes)

Art

I watched Miss Kinnish’s ‘Card for the Nurses’ video on Google Classroom                 ❒tick

During this lesson, we will be creating a card to use for our writing lesson. This
beautiful card will be the final product of your letter that will be sent to the nurses
who are working extremely hard during these tough times. We want to show our
thanks and appreciation. I hope you enjoy making this card as much as I did!

You will need:
2 x red A4 paper (or another colour of your choice)
1 x white A4 paper
Scissors
Glue
Pencil

Put your card in a safe place until you write your final letter!

Success Criteria Teacher recognition



Day 8 - English
(Friday 8th October 2021)

Spelling - pronounce <oy> as in <oi>

Success Criteria: I can use my knowledge of the ‘oy’ sound to sort my
words correctly.

Teacher:



Handwriting

Success Criteria: I can form the numerals ‘7’ and ‘8’ correctly. Teacher:



Reading - Fluency and Expression
Head onto Reading Eggs, navigate to

‘Library’ and search for one of these two
texts to read.

Today you will be engaging in some different
‘Fluency and Expression - Move and Groove’

activities!

Read your selected text once.
Then, reread your text again using the ‘Voice

of the Day’ and ‘Movement of the Day’.

Success Criteria: I can use the ‘Voice and Movement of the Day’ to

practise reading with fluency and expression.
Teacher Recognition

Voice of the Day! Movement of the Day!



Writing

I watched Miss Vella’s, ‘A Letter to Our Nurses’ video on Google Classroom. tick  ❒

Choose Activity A, B or C below.
Today you will be writing a letter to our wonderful nurses at Nepean Hospital. Your letter should include
why you're thankful for all of the work that they do. Use your points from yesterday’s writing activity to
help with this.

Activity A- Use Template 1
Write 3-4 sentences. Don’t forget to include the address, letter receiver, the
purpose, and your name.

Success Criteria:

I have written the postal address above the letter.

I have included a full stop and capital letter for each sentence.

I have included the purpose of the letter.

Teacher Recognition

Activity B- Use Template 2
Write 5-6 sentences. Don’t forget to include lots of adjectives to describe why
you’re thankful.

Success Criteria:

I have included a full stop and capital letter for each sentence.

I have included at least four adjectives.

I have written 5-6 sentences.

Teacher Recognition

Activity C- Use Template 2
Write 2-3 paragraphs. Don’t forget to include lots of adverbs and adjectives to
describe why you’re thankful.

Success Criteria:

I have included at least 3 adverbs.

I have included at least four adjectives.

I have grouped my ideas into paragraphs.

Teacher Recognition



Template 1



Template 2



Day 8 Mathematics - Friday

Problem of the Day

Success Criteria
I used Newman’s prompts to work out the problem.

Teacher Recognition



TENS Activity
Select one of the 3 weekly activities and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Record your number sentences
below

Record your number sentences
below

Record your number sentences
below

Success Criteria
  I used flexible strategies to find the answer

Teacher Recognition



Statistics and Probability - Data
Don’t forget to watch Mr Tate’s video

Count the objects and record them in the table below

Success Criteria
I can record data into a picture graph

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete two tasks.
Task 1 - __________________________     Task 2 - ______________________________

Break - Do 15 minutes of physical activity



Day 8 - Friday - Other KLA

DEAR - Drop Everything And Read!
Choose a book of your choice to read for enjoyment (10 minutes)

Wellbeing - Favourite Place To Be
Where is your favourite place to be? It might be in the garden, your bedroom, going for a walk,
camping, going to the beach or the snow. Wherever your favourite place is, is up to you, it’s yours.

Close your eyes and imagine that you are in your favourite place.Think about where it is, what it looks
like, what kind of things are there, what you can do in your favourite place, who might be with you,
what do you like about your favourite place and how does it make you feel?

Draw a picture or take a photo of your favourite place and tell us a little bit about it. Once you have
finished, post it on Google Classroom and share it with your teachers and friends. You can use another
piece of paper if needed.

Success Criteria
I can illustrate or photograph my favourite place.
I can write two sentences to describe why this is my favourite
place.

Teacher



Day 9 - English
(Monday 11th October 2021)

Spelling Test - <oy>

Success Criteria: I have used my knowledge
of the <oy> sound to spell my spelling
list.

Challenge words (optional): Teacher Recognition:

Score: ___/10

Sentence A Day
Using the lines below, write your own interesting sentence today. You must include at least two
nouns, one verb, three adjectives, one article, one conjunction and one adverb.

Success Criteria: I can write a sentence using at least two nouns, one verb, three adjectives, one
article, one conjunction and one adverb.

Teacher Recognition: _________



Writing - Free Writing
Select one of the activities below. Use the picture stimulus on

the following page as ideas to write a text of your choice.

Here are some ideas if you’re unsure:
*A narrative     *A poem     *Lyrics to a song     *Drama script

*A letter     *Information report about nurses

Activity A
Write 3-4 sentences using the picture to give
you ideas.

I have written at least 3
sentences that make
sense.

Activity B
Using the picture, write about 2 ideas it makes
you think of.

Remember to have 4 or more sentences for each
idea.

I can write 6-8 sentences
that make sense.

I can use 5 or more
adjectives to make my
writing interesting.

Activity C
Write 3 to 4 paragraphs using the picture as a
stimulus.

Remember you can group your ideas by writing
about one idea in each paragraph.

I can organise my ideas
into 3-4 paragraphs.

I can use 5 or more
adjectives to make my
writing interesting.

I can use at least 3
conjunctions to make my
sentences longer.



Free Writing                       __/__/2021





Tricky Words

I watched Mrs Patrick’s ‘Tricky Word Challenge’ video on Google Classroom.             ❒tick

You are challenged to practise reading all of your tricky words with Mrs Patrick! If
you are a Tricky Word King, Queen or Superstar, you can use the space below to
practise spelling them. Challenge yourself to see how many you can fit in the space
below. Pause the video along the way if you need to.



Day 9 Mathematics - Monday

Number of the Day - 93

For a challenge go to- https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions

Success Criteria I can recognise and model the number 93 in multiple ways. Teacher recognition

https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions


TEN Activity
Select one of the 3 activities below and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Record your number sentences
below

Record your number sentences
below

Record your number sentences
below

Success Criteria
  I used flexible strategies to find the answer

Teacher Recognition



Whole Number – Counting
Using the number chart on the next page, read the clues below to find the
mystery numbers!



Success Criteria
I can follow clues to find a mystery number

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete one Mathletics task.
Task completed - __________________________

Break - Do 15 minutes of physical activity.



Day 9 - Monday - Other KLA

DEAR - Drop Everything And Read!
Choose a book of your choice to read for enjoyment (10 minutes)

Library

I watched Mrs Rau’s video ‘A pair of pears and an orange’ on google
classroom                                                                                            ❒tick

Head over to Google Classroom and watch Mrs Rau’s video titled ‘Library Lesson- A pair
of pears and an orange’. Today, you will listen to a story about how some fruity friends

deal with new additions to their group.

After you have watched the video you are going to play a game with someone. Draw or
take a picture of you playing a game with them and post it on google classroom. Then
you are going to write down some games that you enjoy playing with other people and

why you enjoy those games.

Success Criteria
I can write 4 games that I can play with other people and why
I enjoy playing with them.

Teacher recognition



I am playing ___________________

Here are some of the games I like playing and why

1. _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
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